Aptean Cimnet ERP

For Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Manufacturers

Aptean Cimnet ERP is a comprehensive enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution designed specifically for companies in the printed circuit board (PCB) industry. Whether you’re looking to accelerate pre-production engineering, manage materials more efficiently, produce more accurate quotes, or enhance supply chain visibility, Cimnet delivers the specialized tools and insights you need to get the job done right.

Optimize PCB Operations

Cimnet ERP streamlines and automates your business processes, from the initial request for quote (RFQ) to the shipment of a completed order. With Cimnet, you can improve the way you engineer and manufacture PCBs to dramatically reduce costs and improve bottom-line results.

Cimnet consists of three tightly-integrated components:

- **Paradigm ERP** – Paradigm ERP streamlines and coordinates your operations, from planning and production to finance and shop floor management. Commit orders with intelligent planning features, and accelerate decision making with real-time analytical tools. Optional enhancements include electronic data interchange (EDI) infrastructure, real-time system alerts, and more.

- **Engenix** – Engenix is a comprehensive product engineering solution that streamlines the PCB engineering process. It reduces engineering time and cost by automating stack-up and traveler generation, and integrates seamlessly with Paradigm ERP to make engineering data securely accessible across the enterprise.

- **i-Quote** – i-Quote is an intelligent web-based quoting system that enables immediate, accurate responses to requests for quotes (RFQs). Enter RFQ information and part data metrics into the interface and leverage customizable rules and calculation methods to generate cost-based quotations in seconds.

For more information, contact your account manager or email us at info@aptean.com.
Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management, and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy, organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.